
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Welcome to the family, sweet girls - 

 You are right where you ought to be! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Lydia Anne Kalmbacher                                 Eden Ruth Kalmbacher 

Birthday: March 14, 2012                                                                                                Birthday: Feb. 25, 2012 

Joined our family: April 18, 2016                                                                 Joined our family: April 12, 2016 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

On the Home Front- 

     Our complicated and beautiful journey to bring Eden & Lydia home is now complete, and we are 

resting and adjusting to life as a family of eight. Both girls are adapting to family life relatively well, and 

there is much harmony and love in the home! We are thankful for this and know the harmony piece is 

something only God could do. There are a number of (expected) side effects from institutionalization 

that are never fun to deal with, but we hope that as the girls observe how to live in a family and realize 

they are with us forever, the healing will happen. Micah, Judah, Julia & Caleb have been nothing but 

super helpful and sweet to them! Such awesome big brothers and sisters! However, they are learning to 

keep their special toys out of reach because it is kind of like having two impulsive little toddlers in two 

4-year-old quick bodies around here!  



 

 

 

 

 

              

 Within minutes after meeting Lydia in China, we knew that something was very “off” from her medical 

assessments we received at her  referral. After a lot of testing done in Michigan (and an MRI and CT 

scan still to be in Monterrey), we’ve learned that she has severe congenital scoliosis and a short leg in 

addition to anal atresia. Tethered cord has not been ruled out yet, but it is a possibility due to her lower 

extremity weakness. She has many developmental delays (about a 1-2 year old developmental level) 

and vitamin D deficiency with generalized malnutrition. Her orthopedic needs were not disclosed to us 

by her orphanage before adoption, and it has been hard for us to figure out what to do next. She is in 

need of major back surgery to remove the congenital vertebrae and prevent her scoliosis from 

worsening, and we are working on getting orthotics for her short leg. (She falls down numerous times a 

day from the imbalance!) Believe it or not, the surgical work done in China for her stated special need – 

anal atresia – is as good as we could have hoped for and we are ‘just’ figuring out bowel management at 

this time! We will not deny that these many surprises and extra major needs have been stressful, 

especially since we live in Mexico and will need to seek care in the States for surgical consults and the 

surgery itself. At this point we have no idea if we will have her surgery done in Michigan or in Texas or 

elsewhere. We are taking a deep breath right now and weighing options. It is hard to wrestle with this 

challenge because we know that we probably would not have pursued 

her adoption had we known about all these involved orthopedic needs… 

and yet she clearly needed a family and medical care very badly. So we  

are thankful that God’s ways are higher than ours, and are trusting He  

will see us through this unexpected journey ahead. 

      Eden’s HIV viral load is AWESOME - We are so glad for her that HIV 

was well managed in China and were so blessed to visit the HIV+ group 

home in China where she lived for the first four years of her life. We had 

great appointments in Michigan for Eden, and while she is a little 

malnourished, all other systems are normal. She does need surgery on  

both of her lower eyelids, since her eyelashes grow inward and are 

rubbing her corneas with risk of permanently scratching them. We hope  

to have this done in Monterrey by an occuloplastic surgeon there.  



Prayer Requests -  
We would love it if you could be praying with us in a few specific ways -  

- For Lydia’s many medical needs and our decision process as we figure out how to meet those needs! 

- For continued bonding of hearts and souls as a family of eight. Annoying and challenging institutional 

behaviors can interfere with healthy bonding, and we have been stretched in this area. But we have a lot 

of hope for the future that things will get better.  

- We need to find and buy a van that fits our family! Right now we are winging it by driving two 

vehicles whenever all 8 of us need to go somewhere, but we need to find a good 12-passenger Nissan 

NV or Ford Transit in the not too distant future.  

Thank you!! 

We cannot thank you enough for following God’s prompting on your hearts to financially and 

prayerfully invest in Eden & Lydia’s adoption. Truly -- When we took this leap of faith to pursue these 

girls, we had no idea how we would come up with the funds and to what degree it would impair us 

financially. We are so pleased to let you know that we were able to adopt the girls debt-free, and this is 

all because God provided what was needed through a variety of ways. Thank you SO much for your 

part in this! We hope our story will encourage your hearts as you invest in other children coming home 

to their forever families, too!  

With humbled and grateful hearts -    
Gabe & Anna, Micah, Judah, Julia, Caleb, Eden & Lydia Kalmbacher  

 

(www.withhandswideopen.wordpress.com) 

 


